Guidelines for Sibling Teams

FIRST® Robotics Competition defines multiple teams associated with one organization as Sibling Teams. We know that many teams (whether from the same organization or not) will work very closely with each other when not at an event. This document was created to help provide guidance to Sibling Teams.

Our focus in FIRST Robotics Competition is on inspiring young people to become STEM leaders. As such, we understand that some organizations have created additional teams in order to help give more experience to their students. It is up to each organization to decide what works best for them when considering creating additional team(s). These guidelines have been created to help ensure equity at events, and Sibling Teams must follow these guidelines.

The guidelines are as follows:

- If an organization adds a new team to their organization, they must register the team within the FIRST® Dashboard paying close attention to what classifies them as a Rookie or not. (please refer to the Newly Formed FIRST Robotics Competition Teams webpage)
- Student members may only be registered (shown via the team roster) to a single FIRST Robotics Competition team at an event. Students can change teams between events, but at an event, each team should have designated students.
- If Sibling Teams plan to submit for the FIRST Impact Award, they should choose one of the following options:
  - Only one of the teams submits for the FIRST Impact Award, or
  - Each team can submit and should have different submissions and presentations
- Sibling Teams will be considered separately for all other awards, and judges will use the information provided to them by each team individually to assess the team and robot. Each team should be prepared to cover all relevant information with the judges.
Frequently Asked Questions

How is an organization determined?
We purposefully left the guidelines a little vague on what constitutes an organization as we know that some teams operate out of schools, others out of 4-H Clubs, and some are completely independent. For example, a school district may have multiple high schools that each have a team. Though the teams use the district’s tax information as their organization, the teams operate independently. These teams would not be considered “Sibling” teams. There is no one size fits all, and this is guidance. We wanted to address the scenario when a team decides to add another team to their organization and work together throughout the year, either building the same robot or different robots. The main goal of this is to provide guidelines for teams in response to questions from the community on what is/is not allowed.

If teams share a build space, are they considered Sibling Teams?
Sharing a facility does not necessarily mean they are sibling teams. We are asking teams to monitor this themselves. If teams do not feel they meet the definition, then they are not considered Sibling Teams.

How can students change teams between events?
Team mentors can use the “Include on Team Roster Printout” check box to declare which students show on the printout and create a roster for each event that indicates what team the students are going to be working with at that event.

Can Sibling Teams still scout together or help each other at events?
Sharing scouts or having sibling teams help each other at the event is still allowed. We encourage all FIRST Robotics Competition teams to help one another at events. This is the same if they help a Sibling Team or a completely different team.

If I am nominating a student for Dean’s List, which roster should they be on?
Students should be on the roster for the team in which they were nominated on. If a student was nominated on both teams, they must be on the roster for the team that selected that event as their interview location.